Biased distribution of repetitive elements: a landmark for neo-Y chromosome evolution in Drosophila miranda.
It is generally assumed that the sex chromosomes developed from a pair of homologs. Over evolution, the proto-Y chromosome, with a very short differential segment, matured in its final stage into a heterochromatic and, for the most part, genetically eroded Y chromosome. The constraints on the evolution of the proto-Y chromosome have been speculated upon since the sex chromosomes were discovered. Several models have been suggested. Drosophila miranda has proved to be a unique and potent model system to study Y-chromosome evolution. We use selected test genes distributed along the neo-Y chromosome as entry gates to analyze the molecular mechanisms involved in the process of Y-chromosome evolution. Here, we report our findings on the Krüppel gene (Kr), which is located distally on the neo-sex chromosome pair.